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Current search engines return a ranked list of web pages
that contain the keywords of the user query together with
somecontextual information, in the form of a page excerpt,
the so called(page or web) snippet. The key difficulty in the
searching process relies in what is“relevant” to the user.
The same set of keywords may abstract different user needs
that may also vary over the time according to the context
in which the user is formulating his/her own query. Re-
cently, there has been a surge of commercial interest in
novel IR-tools that help the users in their difficult search
task by means of novel ways for reporting the query results.
Two success stories are represented byVivisimo andDog-
pile that were elected as the best meta-search engines of the
last three years 2000-03 by a jury composed by more than
500 web users, as reported bySearchEngineWatch.com.
Other commercial tools areMooter, Copernic, iBoogie,
Kartoo, andGroxis. These IR-tools add to the flat list of
query results ahierarchy of clustersbuilt on-the-fly over the
snippets. Each node of this hierarchy is properlylabeledvia
a meaningful sentence that captures the “theme” of the snip-
pets (and, thus, of the corresponding web pages) contained
into its cluster. As a result, users are provided with a small,
but intelligible, picture of the query results at various levels
of details. So that the user has no longer to browse through
tedious pages of results, but may navigate through labeled
folders.

In this paper, we investigate theweb snippet hierarchical
clusteringproblem in its full extent by devising an algo-
rithmic solution, and a software prototype calledSnakeT
(accessible athttp://roquefort.di.unipi.it/), that: (1) draws
the snippets from 16 Web search engines, the Amazon col-
lection of booksa9.com, the news ofGoogle News and
the blogs ofBlogline; (2) builds the clusters on-the-fly
(ephemeral clustering [10]) in response to a user query with-
out adopting any pre-defined organization in categories;(3)
labels the clusters with sentences of variable length, drawn
from the snippets and possibly missing some terms, pro-
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vided they are not too many;

Figure 1. SnakeT’s Clusters for “ Java”.

(4) uses some ranking functions which exploittwo
knowledge basesproperly built by our engine at preprocess-
ing time for thesentences selection and cluster-assignment
process; (5) organizes the clusters into a hierarchy, and as-
signs to the nodes intelligible sentences in order to allow
post-navigation for query refinement. Our clustering algo-
rithm possibly let the clusters overlap at different levels of
the hierarchy.

We remark that the problem we have in our hands is
different from the canonical clustering which is persistent
since “in normal circumstances, the cluster structure is gen-
erated only once, and cluster maintenance can be carried out
at relatively infrequent intervals” [11]. Moreover this prob-
lem is made difficult by the fact that, for efficiency issues,
the labeling must exploit just the snippets and they are less
informative than their documents because consist of about
100 words. In summary, our result is innovative in two re-
spects: it introduces novel algorithmic ideas, and it is the
first in the literature to address the ephemeral clustering of
three kinds of heterogeneous collections such as the Web,



catalogues of books and rapid evolving collections of news
and blogs.

1 The software architecture

Figure 2 illustrates the software architecture ofSnakeT.
There are two types of computations: an off-line computa-
tion that builds two knowledge bases at preprocessing time;
and an on-line computation that is executed at query time
and groups the snippets into clusters, extracts meaningful
sentences to label them and produces a hierarchy. An ex-
tended description is in [3].

Figure 2. The architecture of SnakeT.

1.1 The two knowledge bases

The Anchor Text and the Link Database. Several
search engines exploit the hyperlinks among Web pages as
a source of information for ranking and retrieval. We use
this information to cluster the snippets by modelling each
Web pagep as avirtual documentconsisting of two sets of
terms: The setA(p) formed by the terms contained inp, and
the setB(p) formed by the terms contained in the (anchor)
text surrounding each hyperlink that points top. Our exper-
iments showed thatB(p) often provides a precise, yet con-
cise, description ofp. Unfortunately, common search en-
gines do not returnB(p). Hence, we deployed theNutch’s
open source spiderto collect more than 200 millions Web
pages selected among the top-cited ones. Hereafter, this in-
dex is denoted byAlink.

The Semantic Knowledge Base.We introduce this KB
to rank a set of candidate sentences, and select the most
meaningful ones for our labeling purposes. There are many
proposals in the literature to rank individual terms, either
based on precomputed archives (e.g. ontologies, dictionar-
ies and lexical databases, asWordNet andAppliedSeman-
tics) or on frequency information, e.g.TFxIDF . To ex-
ploit the positive features of both approaches, we designed
our clustering engine based on amixedstrategy. We in-
dexedDMOZ, a high-quality directory freely available on

the Web, and developed aranking engineupon it, hereafter
denoted byRdmoz. This engine exploits more than three
millions single terms and implements an ad-hocDMOZ-
category-centeredTFxIDF measure, taking into account
single terms, pairs of terms, longer sentences and their po-
sitions in the DMOZ tree. As a result, we are implicity
exploiting a whole Web directory, but unlike [2], we are us-
ing it only for ranking the candidate sentences which, we
remark, are created on-the-fly from the snippets at query
time.

1.2 First module: The Snippet Analyzer

The task of this module is to forward the user query to
a set of selected, remote search engines and to retrieve and
merge the returned snippets. Currently we request an aver-
age of 40 Web snippets to each search engine using async
I/O. The merged snippets are enriched with information re-
trieved fromAlink and processed by aLinguistic Analyzer
which filters astop listin 12 different languages; stems the
result by using a variant of the Snowball stemmer; and fi-
nally extracts Part of Speeches and Named Entities. The re-
sult is the Enriched Virtual Document Collection (EVDC).

1.3 Second module: The Sentences Generator

The task of this module is to create a set of meaning-
ful labels as “approximate” sentences extracted from the
EVDC. These labels will be then used to form and name
the clustersand all nodes in thehierarchy. We are in-
terested in long and intelligible sentences which are much
more useful than a single term, but their extraction and man-
agement introduces some difficulties. For example, the sen-
tences “John Fitzegerald Kennedy”, and “Kennedy John”
are syntactically different, but it would be desirable to con-
sider them as the “same sentence”.Grouper and the other
academic tools [15, 17, 12, 4] did not deal with this prob-
lem because they treated sentencesformed by contiguous
terms. Nevertheless it is clear from the “future directions
of research” of [15, 10] that the extraction of sentences in-
volving not contiguous terms might boost the precision of
the cluster labels and, in turn, the usefulness of the cluster
hierarchy to humans.Vivisimo makes indeed use of ap-
proximate sentences as it is clear from its working. To the
best of our knowledge, we are the first to design a clustering
engine that tries to cluster together Web snippets containing
almost the same sentences.

First phase: Construction. We generate “ 2-
approximate sentences”by drawing all the pairs of (non
contiguous) terms that occur within a proximityd in each
sentence identified by the Snippet Analyzer. Stop words are
skipped. Of course, some of the term pairs could introduce
artificial meanings. Hence, we apply a simple rule: We say
that (th, tk) is a valid term-pair if either the two termsth
andtk appear contiguously in some other document of the
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EVDC or they appear contiguously inRdmoz. Sentences not
valid are discarded.

Second phase: Ranking.The2-approximate sentences
are ranked using bothRdmoz and the frequency informa-
tion derived from the snippets themselves. Our ranking has
two peculiarities: it exploits“local” information, via a set
of statistics collected from the Web snippets, and“back-
ground” information, via a judgement on the importance
of a 2-approximate sentence assigned according toRdmoz.
2-approximate sentences below a threshold are removed.

Third phase: Merging. The filtered2-approximate sen-
tences participate to a merging process whose aim is to form
longerk-approximate sentences. Here, we exploit an index
based upon a combination of bitmaps and inverted lists, and
built on-the-flyon the filtered sentences.

1.4 Third module: The Hierarchical Organizer

Given thek-approximate sentences, we postulate that
“virtual documents sharing the samek-approximate sen-
tences belong to the same cluster”. According to this pol-
icy, a single document may occur in many clusters, being
this consistent with the observation that a Web page can
covermultiple themes. The result of this initial clustering
step is a flat pool of clusters (leaves of our hierarchy), each
one having assigned ak-approximate sentence as meaning-
ful label. This label is hereafter called theprimary label
of that cluster. Primary labels indeed occur within all the
(virtual) documents forming a cluster and they are the sen-
tences reporting the largest rank. They are therefore ofhigh
qualitybut are oftentoo much specificto generate the labels
of the nodes in the higher levels of the hierarchy. Our next
key choice has been then to associate to each (leaf) clus-
ter also aset of secondary labelsdefined as follows: they
arek-approximate sentences which have agood rankand
occur inat leastthe c% of the documents contained in the
cluster. If c is sufficiently large the secondary labels pro-
vide a description for the cluster at a coarser level of detail
(than the primary label), and are thus more useful for hierar-
chical formation and labeling. In order to manage primary
and secondary labels efficiently, we concatenate them into
a single string, separated by a special symbol $, called the
signatureof the cluster.

The hierarchy formation process consists actually of
three phases executed repeatedly until a few number of su-
perclusters remain:abstraction, pruning and fusion. The
abstraction phase aims at building another level of the hi-
erarchy starting from a set of (super)clustersSC1, . . . SCz,
each having its own signature. We compare the signatures
of all SCis and extract the common substrings which do not
include the special symbol $. If the signatures ofSCi1 , . . . ,
SCiz

contain the substrings, then we form a new super-
clusterSC ′ whose primary label iss and whose documents
are given by the union of the documents ofSCi1 , . . . , SCiz

.

We can look atSC ′ as thefatherof SCi1 , . . . , SCiz
in the

hierarchy. The rank ofs is computed as a function of the
rank of the (primary or secondary) labels havings as a sub-
string. We exploit the properties of the signatures to execute
an all-against-all comparison among these signatures in al-
most linear time. Moreover we point out that,s is not nec-
essarily a contiguous substring of the original Web snippets
since it is a substring of ak-approximate sentence. The final
pruning phase aims at simplifying the hierarchy obtained so
far, by removing theredundantsuperclusters. We formal-
ize this as acoveringproblem and solve it via a greedy ap-
proach. Finally, we compute the secondary label of each
remaining supercluster, by uniting the secondary labels of
its children and by discarding those labels which occur in
less thanc% of its included documents. At this point we
have re-established the inductive conditions on the super-
clusters at the current level, and we can repeat the above
three phases.

2 Related Works and Experimental Results

Various papers have been recently published onto this
challenging problem [7, 15, 17, 12, 4, 10, 5, 9, 16, 8, 13].
Grouper [15] usescontiguous phrasesof variable length
drawn from the Web snippets by means of a Suffix Tree
data structure. SHOC [17] uses instead a Suffix Array and
organizes the clusters in a hierarchy via an SVD approach.
In Lexical Affinities Clustering [10], the indexing unit con-
sists of apair of words(not necessarily contiguous) that are
linked by a lexical affinity (LA). All the above softwares
areno longer availableas the authors communicated to us.
FIHC [4] uses Frequent Itemsets , WebCat [5] uses Trans-
actional K-Means, Retriever [7] uses robust relational fuzzy
clustering. These three approaches do not form any hierar-
chy and the labels aresingle keywords. [14] proposes to
combine links and content in a k-means framework. The
problem is that search engines don’t provide an easy ac-
cess to the links graph, as we discuss in section 1.1. [1, 2]
usestatic classificationand exploit statistical techniques to
learn a model based on a labeled set of training documents.
The model is then applied to new documents to determine
their categories. We believe that using a predefined set of
categories is not flexible enough to capture the different,
fine themes of the pages answering to a given user query.
Hearst [6] in fact suggested that ”.. clusters [should be]
created as a function of which documents were retrieved in
response to a query, and therefore have the potential to be
more closely tailored to characteristics of a query than inde-
pendent, static, clustering.”. The most recent results come
from Microsoft and IBM. [16] extracts sentences of variable
length but contiguous, via five different measures through
regression. The approach is not hierarchical, and in fact the
authors highlight the need of (1) a hierarchical clustering,
and (2) external taxonomies for improving labels precision.
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This is actually what we do withSnakeT. [8] proposes a
greedy algorithm to build the hierarchy based on a mini-
mization of an objective function similar to ours. However,
their labels are contiguous sentences and usually consist of
single words. We point out that [16, 8]didn’t provide us
with an accessto their software, so that a fair comparison
with them has been not yet possible to be performed.

A Web interface is instead provided by three software:
CIIRarchies [9] extracts sentences using a pre-computed
language model and builds the hierarchy via a recursive al-
gorithm;Highlight [13] adopts lexical analysis and a prob-
abilistic framework for hierarchy construction, andCar-
rot2 [12] being an open source implementation ofGrouper.
These softwares have been checked againstSnakeT. We
performed several user studies running our system on a
Linux PC with a CPU P4 and RAM 1.5Gb. The first study
was aimed at understanding whether a Web clustering en-
gine is an useful complement to the flat, ranked list of re-
sults. We asked to 45 people, of intermediate web ability,
to use VIVISIMO during their day by day search activities.
After a test period of 20 days, 85% of them reported that us-
ing the tool ”[..] get a good sense of range alternatives with
their meaningful labels”, and 72% said that the most use-
ful feature is ”[..] the ability to produce on-the-fly clusters
in response to a query, with labels extracted from the text”.
Then, we selected 18 queries belonging to many different
topics (iraq, bush, data mining, bill gates, last minute, car
rental, mp3, divx, sony, final fantasy, ipo, equity, google
ipo, warterlo, second war, aids, allergy, nasa, and asked
three users to compare our results against those provided
by Mooter, CIIRarchies, Highlight, Carrot2. For a large
part of the queries users did not likeMooter, since it pro-
vides single terms clusters.Carrot2 often tends to create
a number of clusters which exceed the number of snippets
itself (!!), thus reducing the need of such IR-tool.Carrot2
also fails to cluster together similar labels such as “knowl-
edge, knowledge discovery”, “mining and knowledge”, and
furthermore labels the hierarchy paths with sentences which
are one the substring of the other.Highlight obtains its first-
level’s labels by using classification, so that they are few
and of little use. In many cases (e.g. ”data mining”), the
clustering process produces identical subtrees under differ-
ent top level categories and a number of clusters which ex-
ceeds the number of snippets themselves (e.g 160 clusters
for the ”iraq” query). CIIRarchies provides good hierar-
chies but, as the authors themselves admit, they are often not
compact, have large depth and contain some non content-
bearing words which tend to repeat (e.g ““DivX download”
occurs under 5 different fathers and at different depths).
CIIRarchies and Highlight are significantly slower than
SnakeT. Our third study was aimed at drawing a prelim-
inary evaluation of our software againstVivisimo. We se-
lected 20 students of the University of Pisa and asked them

to execute the above queries on VIVISIMO and SnakeT.
75% of them were satisfied of the quality of our hierarchy
and its labels.

In summary, no academic result has achieved a perfor-
mance comparable to the one provided byVivisimo, and
no one proposed a unifying clustering system with a Web
interface for both Web Search, Books, News and Blog do-
mains. This is one of our main achievements withSnakeT.
Moreover we claim that the architecture ofSnakeT (Fig. 2)
is simple and its blocks can be used easily by other re-
searchers. In the light of the experimental results, some
issues remain to be further investigated. We are: (1) ex-
tending and refining our users’ studies on free queries and
on a larger and more variegate set of users; (2) investigat-
ing the benefits carried out by each module ofSnakeT; and
(3) studying some forms of mathematical evaluation for the
“quality of the labeled hierarchy of clusters”. This is an
interesting research problem as stated in [8].
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